Record of the December Fishing Sub Committee Meeting
Held in the Centre Store (socially distanced with back door open) on the 9th
December 2021
1. Present
Richard Davis, Vice Commodore
Ray Hallett Rear Commodore Motor Boats and Fishing
Paul Hippolite (committee member)
Mike Harvey (committee member)
Lee Silk
Phill and Bob

2. Apologies for absence
This was a short meeting, limited by the constraints of COVID-19. It was held as a result of the
committee prompting the fishing section for the proposed competitions to be held next year and
any other fishing matters.

3. Matters Arising
a)

b)

Review of fishing competitions to be held in 2021.
•

Ray and Lee provided tide tables for next year so we could discuss dates

•

If the competition listed was cancelled due to bad weather, then another one would be
held on the next neap tide, about two weeks later.

•

In all competitions for each month were chosen, except for February.

•

A point system will still be retained for the competitions towards a cup at the end of the
season

•

It was agreed that the species hunt in August will be only one fish per species and one
point per fish irrespective of the type of fish.

•

Mike will draft a copy of the new schedule and put it on the web site.

Fishing Risk assessment or guidelines
•

Ray discussed two proposals of guidelines, or risk assessments proposed by the Health
and Safety Officer Jon Knott and the other by John Barnes. The one from Jon was based
on guidelines, from Mike and were guidelines only and didn’t involve any other
Authority or signing. The one from John Barnes was very prescriptive and required
signing by all individuals fishing. It was decided to recommend the one from Jon Knott
and Richard would go to the committee with this.

4. Outstanding Actions
1. Mike to complete fishing schedule for next year (2022) and place this on the fishing section of
the web site.
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2. Richard would discuss John Knotts fishing guidelines with the committee and also why we
didn’t choose the one proposed by John Barnes.

5. Completed Actions
All

6. AOB
Mike said if any wanted anything published on the web site to let him know

Next meeting , watch this space.
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